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EXAMPLES oF DRIVABILITY PROBLEMS

Diagnosis

• Poor shifting strategies
• Shifting at extremely low rpm's
• Slow reaction when accelerating

DRIVABILITY & LIFETIME EXTENDER UPGRADE  
With this single and affordable software package we give you a solution to help your DSG 
to have longer lifetime and improved drivability.

1) Optimized D mode shift program for ultra smooth shifting
2) Optimized S mode shift program for ultra smooth shifting
3) De- or reactivation of the 1 st  gear (optional)
4) Increased shifting speed
5) improved clutch cooling and thermomangement

Software updates from VAG don't resolve these problems. TVS Software is undetectable 
whereby it does not influence the factory warranty.

TVSengineering.nl

POOR GEAR SHIFTS
When entering a roundabout, the DSG has

the wrong gear selected resulting in a poor 
throttle response when accelerating.  This is 
caused by a DSG shift program which is not 
matching the engine. TVS developed unique 
shifting strategies for any application.

UNDER REVVING
The DSG up-shifts at extremely low rpm's.

 
 

Generally when you are driving 40-60 km/h 
the DSG runs already in its 6 th gear at about 
1100 RPM. When giving slight throttle the 
engine and gears start making audible 
vibration sounds. These sound will become 
more noticeable over time and will result in 
permanent flywheel damage. We can fix 
these problems by raising the shifting rpm's. 
Our unique software also has protective 
capabilities to reduce the frequently 
occuring DSG problems which will result in 
damages to the clutches and gearbox. 
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3 SPORTS MODE
The majority of the drivers experience 

drivability problems in Sports mode. The 
downshift rpm's are often too low or 
sometimes too high. We fully customize 
the  S mode so that it matches the engine 
power output and driver requirements.

4 MAXIMUM RPM 
The maximum rpm is determined based 

on the power output of the engine to 
achieve fastest performance while 
keeping drivability smooth. By  doing  this,  
the  car accelerates  faster  and  of  course  
the lifespan  of  the  engine  and  turbo  
will last  longer.  

THE TVS DRIVABILITY UPGRADE CONTAINS 

DQ380 (0DE) / DQ381 (0GC)  7-SPEED WITH WET CLUTCH 
Models: Mainly used in 2017+ Golf 7 GTI/R and S3 (China 2016+). 

KNOWN ISSUES AND SYMPTOMS 








